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Executive Summary  
 

Introduced in 2003 to the French long-term savings market, PERCO collective retirement savings 

plans, like PEE company savings plans, have grown fairly swiftly. Still, by 2008, total assets in 

PERCO plans were tiny compared with household financial wealth and investments in products 

such as life insurance or even PEE plans. 

 

Because the 401(k) plans distributed in the United States are similar to PERCO schemes, it is 

instructive to analyse the way in which the American plans work. On the supply side, for 

example, the plans put together by US management companies typically include a flagship fund 

with market-leading performances. But looking beyond individual fund quality, an analysis of the 

overall range of funds often reveals insufficient diversification, either because there are too few 

funds or because the funds that are provided are too closely correlated. 

 

On the demand side, the make-up of participant portfolios appears to be partly determined by 

what is on offer, i.e. a framing effect, although there is no consensus about the strength of this 

relationship. In particular, there is some disagreement over the naive diversification hypothesis, 

which posits that participants allocate their investments evenly across the different funds in the 

plan without regard to those funds' economic characteristics. However, such behaviour appears 

to cost employees relatively little in terms of their welfare. 

 

The supply of and demand for funds within PERCO plans was analysed based on information on 

the US situation and a survey of the three main participants on the French retirement savings 

market. This yielded a number of findings, which are broadly positive from the perspective of 

investor protection: 

- the fund offering in place to serve retirement investments strikes a good balance 

between an excessively wide range, which could cloud employee decision-making and 

cause them to adopt irrational selection approaches, and an overly narrow range, 

which would prevent them from achieving optimal diversification; 

- the widespread use of "target" and "manager guided" investment solutions, which 

adjust exposure to equity risk based on the participant's time to retirement, appears to 

deliver satisfactory (if not optimal) results, in terms both of protecting portfolios at 

certain critical points in the life of the plan and of correcting the behavioural biases of 

some employees who almost never reallocate their portfolios by themselves; 
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- portfolio composition is consistent with the long-term horizon of retirement savings 

plans, featuring a high proportion of equities (50% of total invested assets). This 

situation, which is largely attributable to the widespread adoption of target solutions, 

contrasts with the oft-observed lack of equity investments by French households. In this 

regard, retirement savings and employee savings schemes more generally could 

potentially be a major source of equity financing for the corporate sector.  

 

However, there are two important avenues for improvement: 

- a significant number of employees appear to hold very few funds relative to the 

number available. This may be a sign that employees are not taking advantage of all 

the benefits of diversification and are therefore exposed to excessive risk with respect 

to the expected return on their investment; 

- fund offerings are chiefly made up of in-house funds, leaving little place for investment 

vehicles managed outside the group to which the management company and registrar 

belong. This has the effect of narrowing the investment universe and limiting access to 

different investment styles, which may hurt investors. The question of opening up the 

distribution architecture does however need to be analysed with regard to the 

additional cost that might be entailed and hence the negative impact on portfolio 

returns net of expenses. 

 

The analysis of investment behaviour inside PERCO plans is hindered by the dearth of microeconomic 

statistics on portfolio composition and the frequency of reallocations, if any, by individuals. Similarly, 

the lack of a clear vision on the composition of overall financial wealth and investments by 

employees in competing retirement savings vehicles, such as PERP plans and life insurance products, 

makes it hard to draw conclusions about the appropriateness of asset allocation behaviour inside 

PERCO plans. This emphasises the need for additional statistical information on investment behaviour 

and, specifically in the case of PERCO plans, the need to establish a suitable system for gathering 

data. 
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Introduction 
 

The plan d’épargne retraite collectif (PERCO) is France's version of the employer-sponsored 

retirement savings plan. Since the passage of the 2003 Pension Reform Act, it has been possible 

in theory for all private sector employees to be covered by such plans. By the end of the third 

quarter of 2008, total assets held in PERCOs exceeded €1.8 billion (Graph 1). Around 70,000 

French companies offered employees PERCOs, and some 410,000 people had actually opened 

one1. While penetration rates and total assets are growing fast – by 33% and 45% respectively 

over 12 months – the employer-sponsored retirement savings market remains relatively small. 

There are some sticking points at company level. While surveyed workers, particularly younger 

people, are mostly ready to invest2, companies have been slow to establish plans. A survey by 

TNS Sofres for Fidelity in May 2008 is instructive on this point, revealing that over 60% of 

human-resources and finance directors felt they lacked the knowledge to set up a PERCO. 

 

Graph 1. Total assets held in PERCO plans 
(€ billion – source: AFG)  
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1 AFG statistics at 31/09/08 
2 Cf. survey by TNS Sofres-CAAM "Les jeunes actifs et la retraite" July 2008. 
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At a time when new incentives are being put in place to promote this type of workplace savings 

solution, including initial contributions and automatic enrolment, and before employees start 

investing in PERCOs on a large scale, it is important to recall some of the financial risks 

associated with such investments and the way they function. The 401(k) plan, the PERCO's well-

established US equivalent3, is the subject of a huge body of research in the Anglo-Saxon 

literature. First launched in 19824, 401(k)s are now held by around 50 million Americans, and 

total assets were estimated at over USD 3 trillion in December 2007 (Graph 2), or approximately 

one-sixth of the US retirement savings market. It therefore provides a rich field of study, on 

which we have the necessary distance. 

 

Graph 2. Total assets held in 401(k) plans, since 1997 
(USD billion - source: ICI) 
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Our objective is thus to study the misallocation risks found in the United States and to assess the 

extent to which they might apply to France's situation. The first of these risks is that of 

overinvestment in company stock, a topic discussed in the autumn 2008 issue of the AMF's 

Economic and Financial Newsletter with regard to employee savings schemes generally5. Holden 

et al. (2007) observe that around 9% of holders of 401(k) plans offering company stock invested 

more than 80% of their assets in such stock. France's lawmakers have excluded company stock 

ownership from employer-sponsored pension plans in an effort to lessen the danger of 

insufficient portfolio diversification and prevent the concentration of risks to income and 

                                                 
3 For a detailed comparison of 401(k) and PERCO plans, see Delahousse (2006). 
4 L. ApRoberts (2000). The Winter 2005 issue of the AMF's Economic and Financial Newsletter also contains a study describing 
US retirement savings mechanisms and the main challenges facing them. The Employee Benefit Research Institute and the 
Investment Company Institute provide a wealth of 401(k) analyses and statistics.  
5 "Portfolio choice in employee saving". Séjourné (2008). 
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financial assets. We therefore focus on two issues. The first concerns supply-side factors 

(Section I), which are examined from the angle of the quality of funds and families of funds 

offered to plan participants. The second concerns the possibility that investors display 

behavioural biases when selecting their investment options (Section II). We then examine 

PERCOs in the light of some of the weaknesses found in 401(k) plans (Section III). This analysis, 

which draws on a survey of three major participants in France's employee savings market, is an 

initial attempt to get to grips with the PERCO market and French retirement savings issues. It 

will have to be supplemented and expanded based on findings and the need for better 

understanding of this young, fast-growing market.  
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SECTION I. SUPPLY-SIDE FACTORS WITHIN 401(K) PLANS: THE 
DUAL RESPONSIBILITY OF FUND MANAGERS AND SPONSORS 

 

One of the peculiarities of employee savings schemes is the way in which plans are created, 

since the sponsoring company selects not only the manager and registrar, but also takes part in 

choosing the range of funds offered to participants. This is true in the United States and France. 

As we shall see later, however, the ability of sponsors to indirectly guide the structure of 

participants' investments within 401(k) plans raises the issue of the quality of the funds offered 

by plan administrators. In most cases, the menu is exclusively made up of funds from the same 

family, i.e. managed by the same management company. Two questions need to be considered:  

- what is the individual quality of the selected funds? 

- are the funds offered in the plan diverse enough to reach the efficient frontier, i.e. 

make up an optimal portfolio? 

 

1. Individual fund quality 

Companies often have an exclusive agreement with a grouping comprising a registrar and 

management company to set up and look after 401(k) plans. This has an impact on the choice 

offered to employees, since the fund offering does not stand alone but forms part of a fund 

family. In this respect, in Anglo-Saxon countries, the composition of fund offerings appears to 

reflect the observation that investors display asymmetrical behaviour relative to fund 

performance. Hervé (2006a) points out that while funds reporting excellent returns attract 

sizeable capital flows, poor performers do not see major withdrawals6. Del Guercio and Tkac 

(2001) observe this type of outcome in a study based on Morningstar ratings in the United 

States7. In their marketing literature, it is better for management companies to offer a highly 

attractive, e.g. five-star, fund, even if the rest of the menu is made up of mediocre funds, than to 

provide a range of "average" funds. To achieve this, the management company adjusts its 

income distribution by lowering fees for the flagship fund, offsetting this through higher fees on 

the other funds. The flagship's reputation will have a positive impact on investor flows to the 

family, i.e. to the management company. However, a commercial strategy like this could result in 

poor average returns by the funds on offer. 

 

                                                 
6 On this issue, see also Grillet-Aubert and Sow, 2009. 
7 The authors test the impact of a one-star increase or decrease in ratings. They demonstrate that funds receive particularly 
significant investor flows (positive, of course) when they earn a five-star rating. 
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A number of attempts have been made to empirically prove this hypothesis. Elton, Gruber and 

Blake (2007) try to assess the individual performance net of management expenses of funds 

offered in 401(k) plans based on alpha8. The authors use a selection of similar funds as their 

benchmark, rather than the market, since they consider most funds to have negative alpha. They 

thus calculate the performance gap between funds selected for inclusion in 401(k)s and other 

identical funds. The results reveal that sponsors are successful in selecting funds, because the 

differential alpha is generally positive, with an outperformance of between 40 and 50 basis 

points a year depending on which calculation method is used. The authors believe that this 

differential is at least partly attributable to lower expenses rather than to stock picking skills.  

 

A dynamic view of the management of 401(k) plans supports the notion of good sponsor 

selections. Funds that were added to the line-up during the life of the plan were on average 

funds that outperformed the benchmark in the three years leading up to their inclusion, based on 

the same alpha measure. The authors made another positive finding: in most cases, added funds 

came from a new fund family, leading to potential diversification gains, as we shall see later. On 

the other hand, funds dropped from the plan generally displayed a negative differential alpha. 

Administrators therefore seem to be guided by past performance when selecting funds to offer 

their employees. Unfortunately, these rational ex ante selections are not borne out ex post. The 

authors also show that funds added to plans ceased to outperform the benchmark or the 

dropped funds. Meanwhile, deleted funds substantially improved their alpha. This finding may be 

extrapolated to all employee savings funds in the United States (Goyal and Wahal, 2008). This 

takes us back to the well-worn question of strong market efficiency, that is to say the absence of 

sustained fund outperformance/underperformance over the medium and long term, notably as a 

function of market phases (Hervé, 2006b). 

 

2. Funds performance  

Fund membership of a family and diversification across the funds offered by the management 

company extend the question of individual performance to that of overall portfolio performance. 

Specifically, is it possible to build an optimal portfolio? The discussion essentially revolves 

around the issue of fund correlations (Elton, Gruber and Green, 2005). Two sets of arguments 

run up against each other. On the one hand, to capture a large amount of capital, companies 

have to offer a wide range of investment options. Additional support for diversity comes from 

the flagship fund argument, which, as we mentioned, plays a key role in overall inflows. Given 

                                                 
8 The alpha coefficient, devised by Jensen (1968), is an index of performance that takes account of return and risk (through the 
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the difficulties that managers sometimes meet in maintaining strong performances9, to offer a 

highly-rated fund on a relatively systematic basis it is necessary to offer funds that respond 

differently to changes in the economic and financial environment. 

 

On the other hand, several arguments call for closer correlation between the funds offered by the 

same company compared with the usual levels of correlation. Managers of funds that belong to 

the same family all have access to the same in-house research on companies and the same 

forward-looking economic and financial scenario. A similar investment style may also be 

recommended. Furthermore, it is not unusual in some cases for a single manager to be used for a 

particular market, e.g. domestic equities, bonds, or for the range of funds on offer to be actually 

made up of funds of funds comprising different proportions of the same underlying funds. Some 

of these arguments carry even more force in the case of small companies. 

 

Elton, Gruber and Blake (2004) conduct a study using the Moody’s database, which includes 680 

401(k) plans. Statistically, the majority of plans provided potential diversification by offering five 

to ten funds (median of eight). While this result may seem acceptable at first glance, looking 

closer the authors found that 12% of plans offered at best four choices and 2.2% of plans only 

offered one fund. Moreover, one-quarter of the plans did not permit international diversification. 

When examining the financial characteristics of these assets, two key ideas should be kept in 

mind: 

1) Assuming naive diversification (see below), the fund menu is riskier than the 

benchmark comprising the main fund categories. The difference does not stem from the 

variance of the individual funds, but from correlation across the funds. In other words, 

administrators do not pay enough attention to correlations when they pick 

management companies and their fund families. Their responsibility in this regard is all 

the greater if employees follow a naive diversification approach. 

 

2) When returns are factored in to calculate the Sharpe ratio10, the additional risk is shown 

not to translate into higher expected gains to reward the risk. Mostly, in other words, 

an efficient portfolio is not constructed. Such a portfolio is obtained in just 38% of 

plans, chiefly those that offer the widest range of funds. Thus, the choices on offer are 

                                                                                                                            
β coefficient). If it is positive, the fund manager has outperformed the market.  
9 See for example on this point the contrasting findings obtained by Blake and Morey (2000) and Morey and Gottesman 
(2006) from Morningstar data following changes to the rating methodology, and Garnier and Pujol (2007) for investment 
funds marketed in France. 
10 The Sharpe ratio (1966) measures the excess return per unit of risk. 
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mostly sub-optimal, either in terms of insufficient returns relative to risk, or in terms of 

excessive risk in relation to observed returns – in all cases leaving room to improve 

investor satisfaction. 
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SECTION II. AMERICAN INVESTOR CHOICES 
 

As we have seen, the architecture of 401(k) funds offered to US employees varies widely from 

one financial institution to another, but also within companies, according to the sponsor's 

choices. For example, Vanguard Group plans, which were studied by Huberman and Jiang 

(2006), offered between 4 and 59 funds at the time of the study, with an average of 13.7 funds. 

But the authors noted that, far from taking advantage of the broad range, employees contented 

themselves with 3.5 funds on average. The low level of diversification among some investors 

suggested by this mean value may be partly attributable to lifecycle solutions, where the plan 

invests in just one fund and adjusts the allocation between the main asset classes according to 

the investor's age11. Aside from this specific case, the question of how many funds an investor 

selects, which theoretically has a bearing on expected long-term wealth, needs to be considered 

in the light of the range on offer. 

 

1. Does the composition of the fund offering influence portfolio choices? 

A number of studies have explored the existence of a framing effect, i.e. a linkage between the 

funds offered in retirement savings plans and the allocation choices made by participants. In 

theory, assuming rational investment behaviour, there should be no link between supply and 

demand. Participants should allocate their investments based solely on the risk/reward 

characteristics of the assets offered, their own risk aversion and their investment horizon. A link 

can exist only if an addition to the fund offering extends the investment universe and enhances 

the diversification possibilities, which implies that the range of assets initially on offer was 

incomplete. 

 

In their seminal article, Benartzi and Thaler (2001) test the naive diversification hypothesis. 

Investors following a naive diversification, or "1/n", strategy divide their contributions evenly 

across the funds offered in the plan without regard to the nature of these funds. This type of 

strategy is irrational from a financial perspective and results in a high level of dependence 

between the overall portfolio allocation, notably the share of the equity allocation in the overall 

portfolio, and the number of funds offered. Although such behaviour might be attributable to a 

misunderstanding of the mechanisms and financial products offered in retirement plans, aversion 

                                                 
11 Holden et al. (2007) stress the growing importance of these sorts of products in the United States. According to ICI (2008), 
however, lifecycle funds accounted on average for just 7.4% of 401(k) assets at end-2007.  
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to regret may also be a cause12. Thus, by dividing contributions equally across the available 

funds, an investor can be sure not to overweight an asset whose returns might subsequently 

disappoint.  

 

The sample that the authors use to carry out their study comprises 170 retirement plans, 

covering 1.56 million participants and around USD 50 billion in assets (in 1996), or 5% of the 

total assets of all defined contribution pension funds. The findings argue strongly in favour of the 

naive diversification hypothesis. A simple fact is the starting point for the analysis: 61.7% of 

funds offered in the sample's plans are equity funds, and 62.2% of the assets held by employees 

in these plans are invested in shares, i.e. the same proportion. An econometric analysis is used to 

verify the intuition and estimate the sensitivity of demand for equity funds to the total number of 

equity funds offered in the plans. The estimates suggest that when the proportion of equity 

funds climbs from 37% to 81% of the total number of funds, the equity exposure of investors 

rises from 48.6% to 64%. This is a much larger change than would take place if investors used 

the increased diversification possibilities offered by a wider range of equity funds; and it can be 

construed only in terms of highly unstable risk aversion. 

 

Benartzi and Thaler's analysis (2001) also takes into account holdings of company stock. They 

show that employees see company stock as belonging to a separate category from other equities 

held via collective investment schemes. As such, the naive diversification strategy applies only to 

the portion of the portfolio not invested in company stock, with the result that employees' 

portfolios are overexposed overall to equity markets13.  

 

However, these results are not universally endorsed. Huberman and Jiang (2006) for example 

come to quite different conclusions in a study of 500,000 participants and 640 plans. They 

concentrate on individual data, i.e. at the level of individual participants, and it is this 

methodological point that distinguishes their undertaking from that of Benartzi and Thaler 

(2001). The naive diversification hypothesis is not verified in its strongest form. The number of 

funds in which employees invest appears to be largely independent of the number of funds 

offered by the sponsor. Specifically, investments are concentrated in a handful of funds – no 

more than three or four – regardless of how wide an array of assets is proposed. But the 

                                                 
12 Cf Loomes and Sugden, 1982. 
13 Liang and Weisbenner (2002) obtain a more nuanced result, demonstrating that the size of the investment in company stock 
depends on the other assets on offer and that it is impossible to rule out the possibility that naive diversification actually 
applies to all assets, i.e. including company stock. 
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distribution of investment flows within the small sample of funds is more or less uniform and 

may therefore constitute a weak form of the naive diversification strategy.  

 

The other interesting question that Huberman and Jiang (2006) explore in terms of the quality of 

portfolio allocation involves the possible relationship between the proportion of equity 

investments and the proportion of equity (and balanced) funds in the total number of funds 

offered. Here again, the findings differ from those of the previous study in that there is only a 

weak relationship between the proportion of participants' contributions to equity funds and the 

proportion of equity funds in the investment universe offered to participants. Specifically, the 

correlation between the equity allocation and the number of equity funds offered is positive 

when the number of funds on offer is less than ten, corroborating the notion that extending the 

number of funds offered has a beneficial effect in terms of diversification. But when many funds 

are offered (more than ten), the correlation vanishes, suggesting that employees are aware that 

diversification potential is not greatly increased by adding a new fund when the number of funds 

has already reached a certain level. 

 

2. How do misallocations affect investor welfare? 

The fact that there is no consensus about the existence of misallocations does not preclude 

exploring the impact that misallocations might have on the welfare of investors. This is an 

important question, for at least three reasons: 

- funds invested in 401(k) plans and retirement savings schemes generally are intended 

to replace the working income earned by employees and thus have a major bearing on future 

living standards; 

- given the very long investment horizon of retirement savings plans, misallocations 

could have serious repercussions through the effects of reinvesting financial income; 

- it is hard for retirees to recover from misallocations after the fact, because they cannot 

offset low returns through additional work or saving. 

 

The question of the right allocation can be approached from several angles. One is to consider 

the portfolio distribution between risky and non-risky assets. Here, the question is to what extent 

over- or underinvestment in risky assets alters the welfare of employees either by depriving them 

of excess return or, alternatively, by exposing them to risk for which they were not prepared 

given their expectations and risk aversion. The allocation question can also be approached in 

terms of the diversification of portfolios of risky assets. As we recalled above, much of the 
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literature on this question concerns excessive holdings of company stock. The issue is thus less 

relevant when we consider, as here, portfolios made up of collective investment schemes.  

 

The first question raises tricky issues. First, it is hard to establish a benchmark portfolio, i.e. an 

optimally structured portfolio within the context of a long-term investment strategy. From a 

theoretical perspective, the optimal portfolio allocation over time will depend on numerous 

factors, including whether human capital income is counted, the nature of the process followed 

by the return on risky assets (random walk or mean reversion), and the form of the utility 

function (Americks and Zeldes, 2002, Poterba et al., 2006). Second, to carry out an empirical 

estimate of the effective costs of misallocation based on a theoretical benchmark, it is necessary 

to have precise information about the individual situations of investors in terms of their assets 

(proportion of retirement savings in total assets, for example) and risk tolerance (value of risk 

aversion coefficient). 

 

These challenges make it impossible to directly estimate the costs of misallocation. Brennan and 

Torous (1999) do however provide some useful points of reference. They attempt to use 

simulations to estimate the cost of inadequate portfolio composition via a theoretical model with 

an iso-elastic individual utility function (i.e. with constant relative risk aversion) and two assets, 

one risky and one not. The individual allocates his portfolio with the goal of maximising utility at 

a given investment horizon. The optimal allocation derived from this programme depends heavily 

on the value of the risk aversion coefficient. The cost of misallocation is estimated as the 

difference between the initial investment required to reach a certain level of utility at a given 

horizon, assuming optimal portfolio allocation, and the initial investment required to reach the 

same level of utility with a sub-optimal strategy, i.e. the additional initial investment required to 

compensate for a sub-optimal investment strategy by a given horizon. 

 

Somewhat surprisingly, the simulations carried out using different parameter values suggest that 

the consequences of misallocating portfolios across the main asset classes are relatively minor, 

even over long time horizons (10 or 20 years). For example, at a risk aversion coefficient of 5 

(fairly moderate), the authors show that when the portion that the participant invests in equities 

is 20%, compared with an estimated optimal proportion of 40%, the additional initial 
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investment required to reach the same target level of utility after 20 years as that achieved 

through an optimal allocation is no greater than 5%14.  

 

Although they are exploring a different topic, Canner et al. (1997) come to similar results. Their 

starting point is the observation of a discrepancy between portfolio theory, which states that the 

composition of a market portfolio, and in this case the distribution between equities and bonds 

in the portfolio, should be the same over the entire lifecycle of individuals, and the investment 

advice provided by the finance industry, which suggests that the proportion of equities in the 

portfolio should be higher when the investment horizon is longer. Funds that satisfy the principle 

of diversification over time are generally called "lifecycle" products15. In their analysis, the 

authors attempt to estimate the cost to investors of building portfolios that follow the advice of 

the finance industry but that are inconsistent with an optimal portfolio derived from finance 

theory. Using a theoretical model that is fairly similar to the one used by Brennan and Torous 

(1999), they ultimately show that significant differentials in the make-up of portfolios (here, in 

the equities/bonds split) relative to the optimal composition result in fairly modest opportunity 

costs for investors that opt for a lifecycle approach (just 22 basis points a year).  

 

These clearly counter-intuitive results need to be nuanced by taking account of some less 

normative factors. In particular, these studies do not consider the fact that household 

investments are often procyclical, as found by Elton et al. (2007) over a broad sample of 401(k) 

plans. Such behaviour manifests itself in fund selection, through overinvestment in products that 

have performed most impressively in the past. It also affects the weighting of asset classes, with 

greater investment in risky assets at the end of market upswings, and, in contrast, less interest in 

the same markets when risk premia and hence prospective long-term returns are highest. Over 

the long run, it is reasonable to think that a series of "bad", or, more specifically, poorly-timed 

investments, could significantly depress portfolio returns, total accumulated wealth and the 

welfare of employees.  

 

As we have stressed, the question of portfolio diversification is less significant if we eliminate 

cases in which employees have the option of investing heavily in company stock. Even so, 

underdiversification of portfolios held via collective investment schemes, because participants 

                                                 
14 The logic underpinning this finding is that the shortfall in returns caused by an overinvestment in non-risky assets is largely 
offset by the smaller portfolio risk borne by the participant. Of course, the simulations calculate much larger costs for extreme 
misallocations, particularly in the case where a highly risk-averse individual ends up holding more than 80% of his portfolio in 
risky assets. 
15 See Séjourné (2007) for a critical analysis of the principle of diversification over time. 
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hold either too few funds or funds whose returns are excessively correlated, may prove 

damaging and lead to additional costs to those mentioned above, owing to an overly 

conservative approach (or excessive risk-taking) in equity/bond allocations.  

 

3. Frequency of portfolio reallocation  

Research into the dynamic management of securities portfolios often reveals inertia that can be 

analysed from a number of angles16. 401(k) plans are not exempt from this bias. Since the 

composition of these plans precludes direct portfolio management, what is at work here is 

investors’ market timing, that is, their ability to reallocate plans between the main asset classes 

as a function of the funds available to them. Agnew, Balduzzi and Sunden (2003) show, in a 

study of the Citistreet plan, that on average, over the 1994-1998 period, 87% of plan 

participants did not carry out an annual reallocation of any sort. They estimated that, again on 

average, reallocations between the various funds on offer were carried out once every four years. 

Note that when the study was realised, the plan did not include any lifecycle funds. 

 

Three comments should be made regarding this result. First, portfolio reallocations are free in the 

Citistreet plan and create no bias from a tax perspective. It is therefore necessary to look to 

factors other than market imperfections to explain the status quo in portfolio composition in 

volume terms. The low frequency of revisions to expectations, implicit transition costs 

(Samuelson and Zeckhauser, 1988) and the arguments provided by behavioural finance are all 

avenues that could be explored17. 

 

The second comment concerns the discrimination of 401(k) participants. Agnew, Balduzzi and 

Sunden observe that the frequency of portfolio reshuffling increases not just with the level of 

human capital and financial literacy, but also with age, with older investors reducing the 

proportion of equities in their plan. The authors find that the frequency and size of reallocations 

correspond fairly closely to the principle of diversification over time, a naive version of which is 

expressed by the "100% - age" rule applied to the share of equities in financial assets. Note that 

the period that the authors study was also conducive to profit-taking, given developments on US 

stock markets. The Dow Jones, for example, increased by 133% between January 1994 and 

December 1998. 

 

                                                 
16 For a description and a survey of the research, see Séjourné (2007). 
17 Séjourné, 2007. 
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Third, technological progress may increase the frequency of reallocations. Choi, Laibson and 

Metrick (2002) study two 401(k) funds that in August 1998 began allowing investors to make 

portfolio switches online with no additional charge. The frequency of orders placed with the two 

funds doubled in 18 months after this change. However, these reallocations were mostly made 

by younger investors and were small on average. As a result, turnover was more or less stable 

over the year. Reallocating an employer-sponsored retirement savings plan more frequently 

could result in improved performance. Unfortunately, the authors did not observe such an effect 

in the portfolios of individuals who traded online in comparison with a benchmark population 

that traded by telephone only. 
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SECTION III. DO PERCO PLANS DISPLAY THE SAME BIASES? 
 

 

Are the allocation biases that are regularly observed in the United States likely to be repeated on 

France's employer-sponsored retirement savings market? Rather than studying the regulations, 

we looked at French market participants to analyse the products that they offer and obtain 

information about the decisions made by their customers. Since the market is relatively 

concentrated so far, our survey focused on three of the main market participants, which account 

for around 68% of PERCO outstandings, or just over €1 billion in assets under management as at 

end-2007. 

 

1. Structure of fund offerings 

As in the United States, fund offerings need to be considered at two levels, with, on the one 

hand, the offering provided by the registrar/management company, and, on the other, that of the 

sponsoring company. In most cases, the sponsor acts as a filter, taking the range of options 

offered by the registrar/management company and selecting the plan that will actually be 

offered to employees. More rarely, in the case of very large companies, there may be demand for 

funds that are not offered by the management company associated with the registrar. In both 

instances, the sponsor plays a key "intermediary" role. But given how company directors (HR 

and finance directors, chief executives18), particularly in smaller companies, have struggled to 

build up their own expertise, financial intermediaries have put together packages containing 

between 7 and 14 funds, depending on the institution (including one SRI fund19). We estimate 

that 95% of companies offering PERCOs or multi-company PERCOI plans use these packaged 

offerings. 

 

The range of funds provided satisfies different levels of investor risk aversion by including 

products that go from 100% money market to 100% equities. Minimum risk-spreading 

requirements consist of the obligation to offer at least three investment vehicles to participants, 

including an ethical employee profit-sharing fund. International exposure is gained through a 

general offering of European, or better yet, global funds. Funds can be selected from a 

management company offering by picking the best managers in each asset category (although 

                                                 
18 Cf. results of the TNS-SOFRES-Fidelity survey cited in the introduction. 
19 Socially responsible investment  
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not necessarily by picking flagship funds, insofar as the marketing literature has not, at least so 

far, highlighted this aspect). Finally, manager-guided funds and "generational" funds are used 

to gradually reduce risk exposure over time20.  

 

Notwithstanding the above, in theory, companies can include a wide range of funds in their 

plans, their only constraint being authorisation. In open architecture arrangements, funds from 

management companies other than the company associated with the registrar can be added to 

the menu. The creation of "open" funds of funds may also result in multimanagement 

arrangements. Structures like this should in principle help the investor to get closer to an optimal 

solution (capital market line), whatever his risk aversion. However, our survey found that just 

15% of total assets were invested in the funds of a management company that was not 

associated with the registrar, with wide dispersion around this mean depending on the 

intermediary (zero to around 40%)21. In addition to the fact that sponsor managers may not 

perceive the cost associated with a closed architecture, registrars also have little incentive to 

open up the architecture, given the problems involved in billing the sponsor for the cost of 

producing this service. Only in-house funds therefore earn high returns22. 

 

Since most companies opt for the in-house funds offered by registrars, one of the allocation 

biases found in the United States is reproduced, namely funds are insufficiently decorrelated 

because of reliance on a single micro and macroeconomic scenario resulting in the same tactical 

allocations (room for manoeuvre of plus or minus 10% relative to posted asset weightings) and 

uniform firm and sector selections. This generates a cost for the employee because an efficient 

portfolio is not obtained. However, the cost may be small if the findings of US estimates apply in 

France as well. 

 

Furthermore, the line-up offered to employees does not change much over time. Specifically, 

replacing a fund or extending the menu is something that happens, at best, very rarely. A 

collective agreement between labour and employers is needed to modify a PERCO. In the case of 

a PERCOI, all the member companies have to approve a change to the fund line-up. When 

generational funds are selected, the menu becomes even more rigid. This situation may explain 

                                                 
20 Basically two main options are offered to lower portfolio sensitivity to equity market risk over time. The first consists of 
investment in a single "generational" or "target" fund whose assets are moved into fixed income products as the investment 
horizon grows shorter. The second is the guided management approach, in which the investor places assets in several funds 
(typically an equity fund, a bond fund and a money market fund), with the share of the equity fund automatically falling over 
time. The participant's risk aversion dictates the initial equity weighting and the speed with which assets are protected. 
21 Demand for open architecture comes particularly from large internationally active companies that want access to funds 
offered by foreign intermediaries with which they have professional ties. 
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the relative inertia of portfolios observed by market participants. Overall, employees stick with 

their initial choices and adjust flows rather than stocks. As in the United States, rather than 

analysing the fairly small financial charges associated with portfolio reshuffling, behavioural 

analyses would probably be the best place to look for an explanation for this inertia. 

 

2. Portfolio composition  

The statistics obtained from the three major players provide insight into the allocation of 

portfolios inside PERCO and PERCOI plans across different funds or management packages, and, 

accordingly, between different asset classes.  

 

The average number of FCPEs held by employees in retirement savings plans is just 2.6, or well 

below the number of available funds. Note however that this number varies from institution to 

institution, and there is a positive relationship between the number of funds held and the 

number offered, notably in the packages favoured by PERCOI holders. Very few participants 

select more than four funds (0.13% at one of the institutions surveyed), so it is likely that the 

strong form of naive diversification does not apply in the French case. At most, a weak version of 

the 1/n strategy may exist, as found by Huberman and Jiang (2006) in 401(k) plans (see above). 

 

The fact that few funds are held is partly due to the high proportion of passive investment 

approaches and particularly target management, which is based on investment in a single fund 

(see above). While these approaches avoid the problem of misallocations with respect to the 

investment horizon, they raise the issue of the merits of diversification over time. Moreover, they 

are merely a partial diversification solution that may prove inadequate if the selected funds are 

not perfectly representative of the markets in which they are invested or if regional coverage is 

insufficient23. However, the risk of insufficient diversification is lessened if the funds in question 

are funds of funds. 

 

                                                                                                                            
22  This leads us to the tricky question of fair pricing for financial services. 
23 However, it is important not to overstate the role played by guided and generational investment approaches in explaining 
why participants hold a small number of funds. One institution reported that many employees who opted for a free-choice 
management solution, i.e. without sensitivity reduction features or investment in a single generational fund, chose to invest in 
just one fund and stuck with that selection throughout the entire life of the plan. 
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At the aggregate level, i.e. taking into account all funds invested in the PERCO plans managed by 

the three service providers, assets were allocated as follows at end-2007: 47% equities, 29% 

bonds and 23% money market (Table 1). Because there is virtually no company stock in 

retirement savings plans, the proportion of equities is significantly lower than that seen in 

company savings plans (PEE). However, it is still high compared with the typical portfolio 

allocations of French households via investment vehicles and instruments (30% of total financial 

assets in 2007)24. The fact that employees have invested heavily in guided and generational 

management strategies, where the equities/bonds/money market mix is adjusted over time, may 

explain the high proportion of equities in PERCO portfolios. By choosing this type of savings 

approach, employees with a sufficiently long investment horizon automatically and implicitly opt 

to hold a substantial proportion of equities in the early years of the plan. 

 

Table 1: Structure of assets invested in PERCO plans managed by three major 
participants on the French retirement savings market (%) 

 

 Equities Bonds Money market 

Institution A 63.0 28.3 8.6 

Institution B 48.0 22.0 30.0 

Institution C 41.0 32.9 26.1 

Total 
(Average weighted by 
the amount of assets 
managed by each 
institution) 

47.2 29.1 23.4 

Source: AMF based on data reported by institutions 

 

Note also the relatively large share of money market assets given the investment horizon. Almost 

one-quarter of investments are allocated to this type of instrument. In addition to demographic 

factors, e.g. participants nearing retirement hold a high proportion of liquid assets, it could be 

that some participants are considering taking advantage of early exit clauses and are looking for 

a safe place to keep capital that will shortly be used, notably for a home purchase. This type of 

rationale is seen in PEE plans, which admittedly have a much shorter horizon. Another 

explanation may lie with naive diversification investment policies, which result in a high 

proportion of money market assets in portfolios when few funds are on offer. 

 

                                                 
24 Séjourné, 2008. 
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3. Where do PERCO plans fit into investor assets? 

The survey of the main distributors in France also shows that the population of companies 

offering PERCO or PERCOI plans is mainly made up of very small enterprises: 84.6% have fewer 

than five employees (Table 2). In terms of numbers of members, however, the employees of large 

firms make up the largest percentage (72.6% in companies with over 1,000 employees)25. These 

different concentrations at either end of the size scale have a bearing on the analysis of where 

PERCO plans are positioned from a wealth management perspective. 

 

Table 2. Population distribution according to company size  

(%) 

Number of employees in the 
company 

Number of companies Number of members 

      
Fewer than 5  84.62 9.56 
5 to 100 12.88 7.51 
100 to 1,000 0.77 10.31 
More than 1,000 1.73 72.63 
Source: AMF based on data reported by institutions  

 

 

 

It is hard for financial intermediaries to guide the fund selections made by the employees of large 

companies, except when those employees contact their customary advisor. Moreover, 

management companies do not have the information needed to provide customised advice to 

plan participants. All they can do is offer decision-support tools, for example on their websites. 

Regulators and lawmakers have taken this on-board by excluding employee savings from the 

operational scope of the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID), which requires 

intermediaries to segment customers, verify their understanding of the associated risks and make 

sure that investment decisions are consistent with goals. 

 

Aside from the risk that the PERCO portfolio is not appropriate for the investment horizon, 

employees may also be affected by mental accounting (Thaler, 1999), that is, they 

compartmentalise investment decisions without taking into account the correlation of returns on 

assets held through different channels, such as life insurance, equity investment plans (PEAs) 

                                                 
25 According to the Employment Ministry's Directorate for Research, Studies, and Statistics (DARES), while in 2006 only 5.2% 
of employees were covered by a PERCO, the rate was 13.3% among companies employing over 1,000 people, and under 
1.5% among firms with a workforce of fewer than 100 people. 
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and popular retirement savings plans (PERPs). Almost by its very nature, such 

compartmentalisation precludes the creation of an optimal portfolio. Mental accounting can of 

course occur in other areas, but employee savings does appear to be fertile ground for such 

behaviour. Discussions with distributors reveal specific kinds of behaviour owing to the size of 

sponsor payments (over 70%). Statistics compiled by DARES (2008) reveal that in 2006 voluntary 

payments accounted for just 23.2% of total funds invested in PERCOs in companies with more 

than 10 employees26. Some employees view these payments as an income supplement that 

should be protected, which leads them to invest exclusively in money market funds, a course of 

action that is further supported by the option of early withdrawal, notably to buy a house. But 

the virtual absence of individual contributions may conversely lead other customers to engage in 

exceptional risk taking, in the sense that they take on risk that they would not accept in another 

type of investment. An all-equity allocation might be a sign of this, even if such an allocation is 

actually warranted by the investment horizon. 

 

If the PERCO is the only retirement savings vehicle, the issue of mental accounting is less crucial 

because different reasons for saving may be reflected in relatively independent asset choices. In 

most cases, however, employee savings schemes are viewed as a non-exclusive way to save for 

retirement. The recent study conducted by TNS Sofres for Crédit Agricole Asset Management of 

young working people (aged 25-34)27 shows that 64% of them would like to build up retirement 

savings by combining individual and collective plans. It is therefore essential to have an overall 

vision of portfolio allocation through different channels. 

 

Such an overall approach is much more feasible for the other main category of holders, who are 

the chief executives of very small companies (employees, if they are not the spouse, are covered 

by the previous analysis). If the PERCO is distributed by the customary financial intermediary 

(e.g., professional customer advisor), the plan set-up and fund selection can be incorporated in 

the executive's overall wealth strategy. The mix of different asset classes may be studied by 

taking into account all the channels through which securities are held, essentially leaving the risk 

of correlation between funds provided by the same management company. 

 

                                                 
26 Another survey "Troisième édition du baromètre de l’abondement et des versements volontaires", by Natixis Intérepargne 
(2008) shows that matching payments are larger in PERCOs than in PEEs. 
27 "Les jeunes actifs et la retraite", July 2008. 
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Summary and conclusion 
 

The main objective of this analysis was to identify a number of important questions connected 

with the way in which US 401(k) retirement savings plans work. Particular emphasis was placed 

on the procedures used by sponsors, working with management companies, to prepare fund 

menus, and on the influence of this offering on the investment behaviour of employees through 

a framing effect.  

 

The supply of and demand for funds within PERCO plans was analysed based on information on 

the US situation and a survey of the three main participants on the French retirement savings 

market. This initial exploratory exercise yielded a number of findings, which are broadly positive 

from the perspective of investor protection: 

- the fund offering in place to serve retirement investments strikes a good balance 

between an excessively wide range, which could cloud employee decision-making and 

cause them to adopt irrational selection strategies, and an overly narrow menu, which 

would prevent them from accessing a full range of assets and properly diversifying their 

investments; 

- the widespread use of manager-guided and target solutions, which adjust exposure to 

equity risk based on the participant's time to retirement, appears to deliver satisfactory 

(if not optimal) results, in terms both of protecting portfolios at certain critical points in 

the life of the plan and of correcting the behavioural biases of some employees who 

almost never reallocate their portfolios by themselves; 

- portfolio composition is consistent with the long-term horizon of retirement savings 

plans, featuring a high proportion of equities (around 50% of total invested assets). 

This situation, which is largely attributable to the widespread adoption of target 

schemes, contrasts with the oft-observed conservative approach to investing by French 

households. In this regard, retirement savings and employee savings schemes in 

general could potentially be a major source of equity financing for the corporate sector.  
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However, there are two important avenues for improvement: 

- a significant number of employees appear to hold very few funds relative to the 

number available. This may be a sign that employees are not taking advantage of all 

the benefits of diversification and are therefore exposed to excessive risk with respect 

to the expected return on their investment; 

- fund offerings are chiefly made up of in-house funds, leaving little place for investment 

vehicles managed outside the group to which the management company and registrar 

belong. This has the effect of narrowing the investment universe and limiting access to 

different investment styles, which may hurt investors. The question of opening up the 

distribution architecture does however need to be analysed with regard to the 

additional cost that might be entailed and hence the negative impact on portfolio 

returns net of expenses. 

 

The analysis of investment behaviour inside PERCO plans is hindered by the dearth of 

microeconomic statistics on portfolio composition and the frequency of reallocations (if any) by 

individuals. Similarly, the lack of a clear vision on the composition of overall financial wealth and 

investments by employees in competing retirement savings vehicles, such as PERP plans and life 

insurance products, makes it hard to draw conclusions about the appropriateness of asset 

allocation behaviour inside PERCO plans. This emphasises the need for additional statistical 

information on investment behaviour and, specifically in the case of PERCO plans, the need to 

establish a suitable system for gathering data. 
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